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EDITORIAL  

!  

 
 
N i n e m o n t h s o f t h e 
2021-2022 term seemed to 
have whizzed by me, and as I 
write this fourth and final 
editorial, I will not deny that I 
am a little overwhelmed by a 
gamut of emotions. On the 
one end of the spectrum, I 
feel a tinge of sadness that I 
have to bring closure to A 
TOUCH OF PINK or ATOP, 
as I fondly call it – a name I 
thought of to be in sync with 
our logo of PINK FIRST.  As 
we greet the 2022-2023 term 
with a new theme, I hope the 
District newsletter will stay 
alive and relevant, albeit with 
a new name and a new 
Editor. 

On the other end of the 
spectrum, I breathe a huge 
sigh of relief. When I was first 
told in July 2021 to start a 
newsletter for the District, 

something that followed 
quickly and closely on the 
heels of my own Club’s 
newsletter, TIDBITZ, so many 
thoughts raced through my 
mind as to how I would find 
enough fodder to fill the 
pages of the newsletter and 
pull off this onerous task 
successfully.  But fill it up I 
did and I must thank all the 
contributors who made the 
four issues possible. A vote 
of thanks to my son, Rajiv, 
who was hugely instrumental 
in helping me with the 
design and layout of ATOP. It 
was a challenge and I am 
glad I took on the proverbial 
bull by the horns.  

For th i s i s sue , regu la r 
contr ibutor Bahma, has 
written her version of the 
seven ages of women, while 
IPDC Shanti has taken a trip 
d o w n t h e 2 0 2 1 - 2 0 2 2 
memory lane. Sugguna, on 
the other hand, took a trip 
down the road less travelled 
and waxes lyrical of four 
women who have been a 
source of inspiration to her. 
My article basically tells you 
how to attain nourishment 
wi thout adding on the 
calories! A good friend of 
mine and author, Aneeta 
Sundararaj has requested 
that when you read her A 
Legacy of Service, if you do 
not know who Ann Durham 
is, do not skip to the end. 
Read from the beginning and 
see if you are as surprised as 
I was just to discover who her 

chi ldren are. For good 
measure, I have included 
another story by Aneeta 
titled A Dead Handbag. It 
may not be relatable to all 
the themes that I have tried 
to focus on, but I am sure all 
of us ladies have had that 
one handbag which we love 
dearly and treasure although 
its frayed leather and broken 
strap scream for it to be 
discarded. A handbag has 
been called a survival kit, a 
precious object, and even an 
i n v e s t m e n t . I t c a n b e 
utilitarian or frivolous, but 
also, intensely personal - and 
so it is for Aneeta Sundararaj. 
Another article is by an Inner 
Wheel friend, Dr. Priya Rajan 
– her story truly epitomises 
b e i n g s t r o n g a n d 
persevering when everything 
around her seemed to be 
falling apart at the seams 
d u r i n g t h e C O V I D - 1 9  
lockdown.  

As we enter into the month 
of April 2022, a glance at the 
calendar tells me that 3 April 
is 1 Ramadan, and with that, 
Muslims all over the world 
will commence their one 
month of fasting. Let me take 
this opportunity to wish all 
our Muslim sisters Ramadhan 
Kareem. I look forward to a 
truly blessed month of 
peace, joy and good health 
for everyone.  

 
Padmini, District 330 Editor 
2021-2022 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A	VIEW	FROM	MY	BACKSEAT	

(by	Shan)	Menon,	Immediate	Past	District	Chairman)	

� 	

 
When I was asked to pen this piece by District 
Editor Padmini Pillai, I thought it befitting as I am 
completing my term as the Immediate Past 

District Chairman of District 330 this June 2022. 
And even though I held the position on an 
advisory level, I was not really needed as the 
District ExCo was and is a capable lot of 
individuals who are working in sync and doing 
very well without prompting. 

While I rode the journey and observed as a 
backseat passenger, truth be told, we have 
achieved all parameters despite the trying times. 

It was not at all easy for Clubs to achieve all that 
they have managed successfully the last two 
years. From social distancing to the oxymoronic 
new normal and the uncertain trying times, we 
have seen it all in the last two years. And it 
doesn’t help that majority of our members are 
senior ladies and considered high risk. In spite of 
it all, Clubs around the country have outdone 
themselves in every area possible.  

Over the years, the IIW themes have centred 

around women and girls’ empowerment, as well 
as women’s health and as normal, education, 
poverty eradication and disaster management. If 
you look at the performance index of every Club 

in the district, it is amazing to note that each of 
these boxes have been ticked. To make members 
rise to the occasion, we have had our fair share of 

troubles to tackle. The recent floods in various 
parts of the country saw sisters coming together 
to help in every way possible. The fact that we 
have been battling a pandemic for the past two 
years a lso gave a l l our Clubs enough 
opportunities to be of service. The bigger 
problem would have been to be present 
physically to help as there were various 
movement restrictions and we needed to take 

precautions to follow the guidelines. But with 
advancement in technology these days, being 
physically present doesn’t seem to matter 
anymore. 

My biggest grouse or regret in the last two years 
would be the inability of the new Clubs to 
survive. The pandemic would not have been the 
ideal time to set up new clubs but our District 
was lucky to come up with three new charters. 
Despite the training, the countless briefings and 

the assurances, new Clubs that were formed 
during the pandemic have failed or are failing to 
survive. Did we fail to give them the support that 
they needed? Were the Clubs formed in too 
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much of a hurry? The foundation and basis of all 
the three Clubs was Friendship, and therefore, I 
fail to see how it could not survive. Were we too 

hasty? As the saying goes, tough times don’t last 
but tough people do! Are these Club members 
not tough enough? Where did we go wrong? 

I say this all the time and I say it again -  

There will definitely be unpleasant moments in 
everyone’s lives that will change the way you 
think and act. Let those moments make you 
stronger, smarter and kinder. Cry…scream if you 
must. Then straighten out that crown and keep 

moving. We are resilient that way!  

But you have to want it. You have to be 
committed! Always go back to the time you 
started. Why did you join in the first place? Was it 
to quit when the going gets tough?  

In every Club, there are different types of 
members. There are the doers - the ones who roll 
up their sleeves and get down and dirty when the 
occasion demands it. Then, you have the 
thinkers- the ones who read, debate, analyse and 

critically evaluate everything. You have the 
passengers - who like passengers in a bus, sit 
quietly and let themselves be taken to their 
destination. You also have the fun lovers - the 
ones who love social activities, singing and 
dancing. And you have the sleepy heads - the 
ones who have an opinion but are too lazy to 
voice them out and quite happy to just follow the 
leader. Not forgetting the fighters - the ones who 

need to raise an argument at any given time. I 
would like to say that every Club needs a fair 
share and a blend of all of the above to be a 

success story. Honour the oath you took, honour 
the commitment you made and be resolute to 
the ideologies of the organisation. 

It’s true that we are a small District made up of 
slightly more than 400 over members. But we are 
a successful District. Our projects are always 
featured in the IIW magazine, we have 
successfully organised international events and 
we a lmos t a lways have ou r member s 

representing us in IIW. As we approach the 
centennial year of IIW, I look forward to greater 
commitment from members, determined and 
purposeful members and that feeling of love, 
respect and genuine affection amongst members. 
Let us all strengthen our Clubs, both mentally 
and physically, and be proud Inner Wheel 
members.  

Because of you Inner Wheel, I have motivation, 
purpose and direction. 

Because of you Inner Wheel, I have friends in 
every place. 

Because of you Inner Wheel, I inspire, influence 
and guide. 

Because of you, Inner Wheel, I laugh a little 
harder, cry a little less and smile a lot more! 

 
 

Let me end with this ode by Nikita Gill and also a view I hold close to my heart - 

“Defined by no man, you are your own story 

Blazing through the world, turning history into her story 

And when they dare to tell you about 

All the things you cannot be 

You smile and tell them 

I am both war and woman and you cannot stop me”.	
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THE	SEVEN	AGES	OF	WOMEN	–	A	QUIRKY	PERSONAL	PERSPECTIVE	

(By:	Past	District	Editor	Dr.	Bahma	Sivasubramaniam,	IWC	of	Selangor)	

 
   

  
 
 
 
 
March 8th was International Women’s Day. March 8th would also have been my late mother’s 82nd birthday. I 
was recalling the many fascinating characteristics that made up the lady whose pet name was Arasi. Queen. 
Queen of my heart. The gardener, the political analyst, the Tamil literature and linguistic expert, the wine 
aficionado, the current affairs commentator, the raconteur of Sri Lankan shenanigans. It was her love for 
literature though that stood out. In particular, Jaques’ speech in As You Like it. It was Mum’s favourite. She 
knew it by heart and often recited it to me with a glint in her eye and a cheeky smile on her face. I thought I 
would tweak it a little and give it a feminine touch. It is rather ironical, considering the protagonist of the 
play, Rosalind, spends much of the time disguising herself as a man. So, with heartfelt apologies to the Bard 
(takes a deep breath), here goes… 

All the world’s a stage, 

And all the men and women merely players; 

 
They have their exits and their entrances; 

And one woman in her time plays many parts, 

Her acts being seven ages. At first the infant, 

Mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms; 

And then the whining schoolgirl, with her backpack 

And shining morning face, creeping like snail 

Unwillingly to school. And then the lover, 

Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad 

Made to her idol in the magazine poster. Then an undergrad, 

Full of strange oaths, and determination, 

Passionate in honour, sudden and quick to defend, 

Seeking to burst the bubble reputation 

That she is just a pretty face, ready for wedlock. 
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And then the wife, the mother 

In fair round belly with a new life, 

With eyes fiery and an invisible iron rod, 

Full of wise saws and modern instances; 

And so she plays her part. The sixth age shifts 

Into the lean and slipper’d top and trousers, 

With spectacles on nose and handbag on side; 

Her youthful hose, well sav’d, a world too wide 

For her shrunk shank; and her passionate voice, 

Turning again toward tremulous whisper, lilts 

And music in her sound. Last scene of all, 

That ends this strange eventful history, 

Is second childishness and mere oblivion; 

Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything 

I admit, it was a massive literary overhaul. Truth be told, Shakespeare’s monologue on seven ages of men 
cannot even be compared with the seven ages of women.  Each age of a woman has many facets to it. Like 
a diamond. 

At first the infant, mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms 

Yes, we are born mewling and puking. But nurses? (Shakespeare meant nursemaids, not Florence 
Nightingale’s cultists). Gone were the days when nursemaids or bidan or the marutavacci in Tamil (but to us 
plebs, ayah) were ready, willing and able to provide midwifery services even before a formal request was 
made. Nowadays, skilled women like these are in high demand, more so than a Grab driver and certainly 
better paid. I was told that these nursemaids can demand a salary that can pay for a trip to London and 
back, back to London and back again…and why not? Let’s face it. No app can ever replace a nursemaid; her 
skills cannot be acquired through online classes, and yes, she does work from home. Working from other 
people’s homes, that is. 

 So back to Will. We were born.  

And then the whining schoolgirl, with her backpack 

And shining morning face, creeping like snail 

Unwillingly to school 

Ah, the shining morning face. Scrubbed clean with Lux bar soap. No face wash. Johnson’s baby powder (we 
graduated to Yardley Lavender later). Black pottu. The whining was silent, caused mainly by hair smothered 
in smelly coconut oil, straightened and plaited.  
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And then the lover, 

Sighing like furnace, with a woeful ballad 

Made to her idol in the magazine poster. 

Not so much as the lover as the lovestruck teen. Mills and Boon, Tiger Beat, Galaxy. Reading furtively under 
a very low light. Hiding them hastily under the pillow or mattress lest we get caught. We should have 
realised that those were the very first places our Sherlock Holmes of a mother would search. Heartthrobs. 
Donny Osmond, the Hardy Boys, Jack Lord aka Steve McGarrett of Hawaii 5-0 (be still, my beating heart).  

Sighing like a furnace though? Conjures up an image of a dragon on heat (pun intended). Oh, William! 

Then an undergrad, 

Full of strange oaths, and determination, 

Passionate in honour, sudden and quick to defend, 

Seeking to burst the bubble reputation 

That she is just a pretty face, ready for wedlock. 

The undergraduate. Filled with ambitions, ideals and dreams. Venturing out of the cocoon built by the 
parents. Encountering new, strange and wond’rous things. Full of strange oaths, eh? If wanting to be an 
independent woman, judged on merits and not gender was a strange oath, so be it. If determined to be a 
critic of abuse of power was a strange oath, so be it.  If wanting to be Mrs. Jack Lord was a strange oath, so 
be it. 

Jokes aside, passionate in honour, sudden and quick to defend, seeking to burst the bubble reputation that 
she is just a pretty face, ready for wedlock sums up the obstacles intelligent and independent young women 
faced and still face.  We women are passionate in honour. We have had legendary flag bearers who fulfil the 
description of this age. From Joan of Arc to Emmeline Pankhurst and now Greta Thunberg.  Just the tip of 
the iceberg. 

Ambitions, goals, dreams. Yet there was always this looming threat of a moral/filial obligation – to get 
hitched. 

Marriage is like Siberia. Everyone knows where it is, but not everyone wants to go there. Many of us went 
through this circus act called matchmaking. Thank God there was no shaadi.com during my father’s lifetime; 
otherwise, my father would have signed up. With 10 different IDs. Can imagine his blurb. Intelligent young 
groom sought for a loud, aggressive, uncontrollable, lazy young lawyer. Age: Still have not reached sell by 
date yet. Weight: Fluctuates. She loves food. In fact, in a battle between food and men, food will win.  
Plates down. Many plates down. 

The irony of it all was his was a love marriage. 

The success of a woman should not be gauged whether she wants to visit Siberia or not. She should not be 
judged on her fecundity or lack thereof. Yet society does that – even us women ourselves. There are women 
who dutifully look after their husbands and children but deep down is a soul that craves to go bungee-
jumping, to write an earth shattering novel, to be an Amelia Earhart. There are many of us who seek to burst 
the bubble reputation that she is just a pretty face. 
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And then the wife, the mother 

In fair round belly with a new life, 

With eyes fiery and an invisible iron rod, 

Full of wise saws and modern instances; 

And so she plays her part 

 
A Siberian who revels in her role as a wife and mother  is someone who deserves respect and admiration. 
Long before multitasking became a buzzword, she was already multitasking.  With eyes fiery and invisible 
iron rod just reinforces her inner strength. That is why there is a wealth of meaning in the proverb the hand 
that rocks the cradle rules the world.  

The sixth age shifts 

Into the lean and slipper’d top and trousers, 

With spectacles on nose and handbag on side; 

Her youthful hose, well sav’d, a world too wide 

For her shrunk shank; and her passionate voice, 

Turning again toward tremulous whisper, lilts 

And music in her sound. 

This part raises an image of my mother. Her flowered tops, trousers, handbag, matching accessories. Her 
passionate voice though did not become a tremulous whisper. It still had lilts.  The music was always in her 
sound…..until it faded off. 

That ends this strange eventful history, 

Is second childishness and mere oblivion; 

Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything 

 
Not really true, William. Many women met their Maker without losing their teeth, their eyes, their taste, their 
everything. 

What would my mother think of what I had written? Her Majesty would have been ever so amused.  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THE	INTREPID	TRAVELLER	
(by	Sugguna,	IWC	of	Taiping)	

 
“Happiness unshared can quite scarcely be called happiness, it has no 
taste.” (Charlotte Bronte) 

The past year has set me upon a curious path. It was a road with many forks every few days. The 
journey has not ended in a destination, not by a long stretch of the imagination. It is one 
surreptitious discovery after another. You should want to arm yourself with a plate of crunchy mini–
Famous Amos cookies before setting out with me to find out which woman has a goblet of thirst-

quenching juice of knowledge to offer us.  

The first dusty lane led me to a huge mural on the side of a wall in Little ole Taiping town where I 
reside with a merry bunch of Inner Wheel ladies. I stood and pondered. A white woman looked 
from under a helmet of sorts. Amelia Mary Earhart peered back as if she had something to say.  
There was her plane next to her. Why was she on the wall? 

 

� 	

(Photo	credit	to:	Tripadvisor.com.my)	

 
Apparently, she was the first female aviation pilot to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. What was 
more interesting is that she swooped in for a short amount of time to refuel at the end of the little 
airstrip in Tekah, Taiping in 1937! It feels like an honor to know such a brave woman walked on our 
soil. She was a woman with a mission. She was quoted as saying – “There is more to life than 
being a passenger.” An authentic woman who inspired a great many to live Life with adventure. 
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I take a road less travelled, and I arrive at the doorstep of one Ramani Durvasula. A robust woman 
who speaks her mind with no holds barred. Her forte is mental health. A topic that we cannot just 
kick to the curb. I fawned at her every expression. I hurried after her like Gretel. I was picking up 
crumbs of wisdom she had strewn. She shares her research and findings in a relatable way. She 

has devoted her career to studying borderline personalities and narcissism. The doctor has 
numerous followers who get help in identifying and managing toxic characters in their lives. She is 
a woman in her fifties who has no reservations about her looks and personality. Another authentic 
woman who has worked on herself and then is willing to help other women. She has authored a 
few books. “Don’t you know who I am?” is one of her latest books. She motivates people to live 

their most authentic lives. In a world that forces us to be more secluded as we work and live out 
our lives, it is imperative that we give mental health topics a visit. We members of Inner Wheel 
would want to aspire to be women who are healthy in mind, body and spirit as we a reach out to 
other women in our community to live their lives as best as they can. 

 

� 	

(Photo	credit	to:	Thesun.co.uk)	

 
As I turn another corner, I find myself smack in the centre of all kinds of controversies in my 

beloved land. It was a path with briars. The dust-covered road was suffocating. I needed to sit 
down for a bit and regain balance. I breathe. I could slow down. I was not in any rat race. My 
identity was taking a beating. Was I Malaysian….Malaysian enough? I needed to recall….. 

I then recalled an article written by the beautiful Permaisuri Raja Zarith Sofea. She was from the 
echelons of society but she had a heart for diversity. She had written a tribute to her late 

grandmother (who was Chinese) in a FB post titled “Love Sees No Colour”. She painted a loving 
picture of her maternal grandmother who was a Peranakan Chinese. There were references to her 
children having British blood from their father’s side too. She fosters love for differences. She 
wishes her children and grandchildren will embrace the differences even as they grow up secure in 
their identities as Malaysians. The Oxford educated princess from Perak is a mother of six now. 
She participates in non-governmental organisations and steps into honorary roles at Malaysian 
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universities. The Permaisuri speaks fluent Malay, English, Mandarin, Italian and French. A regal 
woman who shines a light for others to follow in a dimly lit path on being proud to be a 
Malaysian. 

Standing up with my head held high, it is evident that most of us ladies in Inner Wheel know what 

it is like to embrace differences and share the same goals moving forward to impact the 
community and society. The dust lifts and a vista of green fields offer a sunshine-filled walk ahead. 

� 	

(Photo	credit	to:	NST.com.my)	

I see lots of the colour -Yellow. There is a signboard ahead. GRAVITAS – it said. I was 

exuding with curiosity. This Indian lady behind the desk - the anchor woman, had my full 
attention. A strong voice. A no-nonsense stance. Palki Sharma. She was my go-to person 
to dish out news from all over the world since the pandemic. What was different from 
other news channels, you ask? She asked questions. Relevant and real. It was a bountiful 
ride on the news reels that she would unfold with conviction. Facts and figures minus 
fiction. I watched without blinking my eyes as she reported on the Wuhan Virus return to 
China, the big pharma pushing dangerous drugs, on why the world’s fertility rate is falling 
and the secret to happiness…. She is the face of Gravitas as Shamini Nair is the 
Chairperson of Inner Wheel District 330. 

As members of Inner Wheel, we need to gather news that affect our daily lives. The vital 
information can help us to map out our next step to help another girl or woman. 
Watching and observing what goes on globally can shield our womenkind from pain and 
suffering. Surely there is a path to lift more women to achieve more in their lives even if 
the pandemic has brought a whole lot to standstill and a slow rise back to normalcy. 
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(Photo	credit	to:	Youtube.com)	

 
The road I chose to travel has come to an end for now. I have shared my happiness. The 
four outstanding women above have kept me intrigued. There are many more beautiful 
women who lead exemplary lives. It is a privilege to know a small piece of their effort in 
contributing to Women and to the world at large. 
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A	LEGACY	OF	SERVICE	

(By Aneeta Sundararaj)  
(Note: The text of this story is based on an article Aneeta wrote for the New Straits Times called ‘A batik legacy’ which 
was published in June 2012. The closest online link for it is: https://www.klik.com.my/item/story/5394811/a-batik-legacy)    

Whenever I think of a strong woman who has 
helped others by empowering them, thereby, 
continuing to have an enormous impact, my 

thoughts always focus on one name – Stanley 
Ann Dunham (or as she was more commonly 
known, Ann Dunham). I never met her and close 
to ten years have passed since I first became 
aware of her story because of a writing 
assignment I accepted relating to an exhibition 
called Ann Dunham’s Legacy: A Collection of 
Indonesian Batiks at the Islamic Arts Museum 
Malaysia. Dunham’s legacy, I discovered, was a 

unique combination of both the tangible and 
intangible. Even with the passage of time, I still 
consider it both a privilege and an honour to 
have heard her stories, and if I may, please allow 
me to share them with you. 

For context, the exhibition included Dunham’s 
collection of batiks which she acquired in the 
1960s and 1970s when she stayed in Indonesia. 
On 8 June 2012, Dr. Maya Soetoro-Ng, Dunham’s 
daughter, launched the exhibition marking the 

first time the collection was exhibited outside the 
United States.  

Dunham was born in 1942 in Kansas and 
eventually settled in Hawaii. Soon after enrolling 
in the University of Hawaii, Dunham married and 
had a child. When the marriage ended, she 
continued with her studies and married a fellow 
student. They moved to Indonesia and the 
couple was blessed with a baby girl, Maya. In 

1972, Dunham and her children returned to 
Hawaii where she commenced post-graduate 
studies focusing on the cultural anthropology of 
Indonesians. Over the course of the next 20 years 
or so, she travelled all over the world as part of 
h e r s t u d i e s s p e c i a l i s i n g i n e c o n o m i c 
anthropology and rural development. By 1980, 

her second marriage ended in divorce. Sadly, in 
1994, Dunham was diagnosed with ovarian and 
uterine cancer.  

“My mother first wanted to be buried on a hill, 
under the stars. Then, she said she wanted to be 
buried near the water,” said Soetoro-Ng, prior to 
the launch. Eventually, when the 52-year-old 
Dunham passed away in Hawaii in 1995, her 
ashes were placed in the Pacific Ocean in the 
direction of Indonesia. 

One of the most poignant stories Soetoro-Ng 
told was about the moon: “My mother would 

sometimes wake me up in the middle of the night 
to look at the moon. It didn’t matter if we were in 
Pakistan, Indonesia, India or Hawaii. She used to 
say that the stars in each place would be 
different. But not the moon. The moon was 
always constant.” 

“I worry,” she added after a pause, “that people 
will start to think that she is something imagined. 
She was solid. She was very faulty. But she was 
not afraid of another human being. She was 

aware that there were people who engaged in 
acts of malice, but believed that examples of 
them were few in number. She was always ready 
to make friends. We’d go to a village and in no 
time, there would be storytelling. She travelled 
throughout Java and met women and got 
involved in their cottage industries, their lives and 
artistry. She wanted to help develop a vision of 
the future.”  

Of her mother’s batik collection, Soetoro-Ng 
commented that, “She wanted to celebrate her 
love of Indonesia and women. She wanted to 
build a home, a place to hang her batik on the 
walls and over the furniture. She died before she 
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could create this palace of memories of wood, 
fabrics and tapestry.”  

The museum, a smiling Soetoro-Ng, said was a 

“pretty nice home” for her mother’s batik 
collection. “It’s infused with light and there’s a 
wonder of being human, being alive. It honours 
her work, spirit and intention of bringing together 
people through art. Art is not superficial, but 
something deep. It resonates with power, identity 
and history.” 

Casting a glance around the exhibition hall, Dr. 
Heba Nayel Barakat, the Head of Curatorial 

Affairs at the Museum, added, “Each piece in this 
exhibit has deep meaning. Ann Dunham was not 
just a foreigner enjoying the vibrant colours in 
batik. [She chose] to include pieces that were not 
expensive. Perhaps, there’s one with a pattern 
like a broken keris (Parang Rusuk pattern). 
Commoners couldn’t use batik with this kind of 
pattern because they were reserved for the Royal 
Court. A specialist will tell you that all these other 
batiks are ‘common man’s batik’. They reflect the 

daily lives of the people around her.”  

Barakat then pointed to a display of an unfinished 
work and said, “She was so committed to the 
process that she even tried to make some batik 
herself. She went beyond the craft and learnt 
about the people. She saw how they worked on 
this craft their whole life and how much they 
loved it. She also saw the problems they faced 
and digested their issues. She knew that these 

were the people she wanted to help have a 
comfortable life. She used the papers she 
published and interpreted her thesis (a doctoral 
dissertation consisting of a 1,000-page analysis of 
peasant blacksmithing) to tell those in power, ‘I 
come with a wealth of knowledge and I want to 
help these people.’ She anticipated that these 
people who made batik could live in the 
community and produce their crafts without 

being exploited. She didn’t ask them to take their 
products to the city. Instead, she helped them in 
situ.”  

It is said that when Dunham witnessed the vibrant 
elements of a traditional craft and culture in 

danger of extinction, she used her knowledge, 
expertise and work with the United States 
Agency for International Development, the Ford 

Foundation and a bank to look at employment 
issues concerning women; Dunham is often 
credited with establishing a sustainable 
microfinance programme in Indonesia.  

As a side note, since the publication of the story, 
I’ve discovered the stories of others like H.M. 
Queen Maxima of the Netherlands and the 
recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize, Muhammad 
Yunus of Bangladesh and founder of the 

Grameen Bank who also champion microcredit 
and microfinance programmes. 

� 	

(h#ps://ids.si.edu/ids/deliveryService?id=NMNH-
dunham_Fig_07_BaliDucks)	

Undeniably, the immediate and direct recipients 
of Dunham’s legacy of courage, fortitude and the 
need to use service unto others as the true 
measure of life, are none other than her two 
children: Dr. Maya Soetoro-Ng and Dunham’s 
first-born, a boy who became the 44th President 
of the United States of America, President Barack 
Obama. 
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A	DEAD	HANDBAG	

(Based	on	true	events	by	Aneeta	Sundararaj)	

 
“How much?” I shook my head and said to the salesgirl, “Please repeat.”  

“RM431.00, Miss.” 

She must be joking. That much to polish my leather handbag? 

Lowering my voice, I said, “It only cost me about RM400.00.”  

� 	

“Actually Miss, very little we can do,” the salesgirl said, tugging at the short leather strap of the 
bag. It snapped. Sniggering, she added, “Your handbag, ah, the skin is…how to say? Dead?” She 
took a deep breath before stating, “This is a dead handbag.”  

Of course it’s dead, you fool. It’s made from the skin of a dead cow. This wasn’t the time to be 
annoyed, though. Smiling, I stepped aside and said, “Let me think about it, pl-”  

It was no use. The salesgirl’s attention was elsewhere. She waved to the lady seated at the sofa to 
come forward. Seconds later, the lady placed a rectangular muslin-covered bag on the counter. 
She pulled out a stunning maroon-coloured tote and said, “This is last season’s Fendi. From Milan, 
you know. My son, ah, he spilled his Ribena inside. Stain lah…How?”  

I pulled my handbag even closer. A Fendi. At least RM5,000.00. Yes, my handbag was also from 

Italy. But there was no ‘House of Something’ tag attached to it. More like ‘Kiosk in a Florentine 
piazza’.  

“Thank you,” I mumbled. The salesgirl didn’t acknowledge this and I left. Outside, the salesgirl’s 
words rang in my ears – dead handbag. Dead. Lifeless. Cold.   
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True, the tangible part about this handbag was dead. But the intangible part? That was alive and 
well-stored in my memory bank. I picked up my pace. Once settled in a nearby café and savouring 
a mug of cappuccino, I indulged in some daydreaming and recalled those memories.  

Thud! 

Opening one eye, I turned and looked at the clock on the bedside table. 6.01 am. I closed my 
eyes, and pulled the duvet closer.  

Curse to a thousand stars. I now knew why no other girl wanted this room in St Philomena’s 
Convent in Euston Square. It was my fault. By September 1995, everyone who’d enrolled at Law 
School had already secured accommodation during the summer months. By autumn, this 

establishment run by Irish nuns had the last room in the last hostel on my list of last resorts.  

When Sister Monica first showed it to me a week ago, what lovely and large windows, I thought.  

So much natural lighting, I thought.  

Such a rare commodity in grey London, I thought.   

Stupid me!  

I sat up in bed. I was never going to sleep in for the rest of the year. These high windows opened 

out onto Euston Station and bus drivers revved up their bus engines at exactly 6 am, signalling 
the start of their shifts. The last shift ended at midnight. Although it meant that I was usually the 
first for breakfast, there was only so much I could take of cereal that tasted like saw-dust day-in-
day-out.  

Extending their vows of poverty to us, the nuns provided one pay phone for 50 girls. The 

alternative was to use the payphones inside Euston Station. In the dead of winter, though, it was 
too much to put on a jumper, scarf, overcoat and gloves to make a three-minute phone call to 
order in pizza. One solution was to get a mobile phone, but this came with its own set of 
challenges, the main one being, ‘How will I pay for it?’ My father’s “I don’t think you need a 
mobile phone,” put paid to a gift. There was only one thing to do. Work for that wretched phone. 

What work could I do, though? Any office had to be close or I’d spend all my money on transport. 
Still, work for that mobile phone I must.   

One dreary morning a week later, I was about to walk into the dining hall when I heard Sister 
Joseph say to Sister Monica, “We must find someone else. Lupe is going home on Friday.”  

Ah! That girl with mocha-coloured skin, perfect figure and poise was leaving. Rumour had it that 
she was getting married to someone in Turks and Caicos. I’d done the sums. At the minimum 

wage of £4.10 per hour and a visa that allowed me to work for no more than twenty hours a week, 
I’d stood to earn up to £300.00 per month. This would pay for the mobile phone. This was my 
chance. 

“Sorry Sister Joseph,” I said. I’d already learnt that the English started every sentence with an 
apology, even if they’ve done nothing wrong. “I didn’t mean to eavesdrop, but I understand you 

may need a cleaner?”  
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She turned to Sister Monica and the more easily irritated of the two nuns nodded quickly.  

“Yes. Yes,” Sister Joseph said a moment later. “You can start next week.” 

Let’s just say that the chapped skin, brittle fingernails and skin that stung from painfully cold water 
in winter because the nuns refused to switch on the heating until 8 am was all worth it. I had a 

mobile phone. Then, a bonus. I had deposited all my surplus cash in the bank. In May 1996, credit 
worthy, I was given my first ever credit card. I had arrived.  

It was this very card that I handed to a middle-aged Italian lady with very curly auburn hair two 
months later. I’d spent a blistering morning struggling to follow a guide who barely spoke English 
explain the history of Tuscany’s House of Medici. In need of retail therapy, I roamed the cobbled 

streets after lunch. Suddenly, I turned a corner and there, in a kiosk in the middle of a small 
square, a handbag was dangling from a ceiling hook. I could scarcely breathe by the time I 
reached the kiosk. I waved at the lady and pointed to the handbag with intricate and interwoven 
reddish-brown leather strips. I spoke no Italian and the lady spoke only Italian. Hand gestures 
were the order of the day. When I understood that the price of the handbag was about £80.00, I 
nodded quickly. I did not care that the strap had a small tear in it. I wanted this handbag no 

matter its condition.   

The lady took the bag off the hook and let it stand on the counter. After she’d pulled out the 
manual credit card imprinter, the likes of which one would only see on eBay today, she placed the 
sales slip on it and pushed the handle from side to side. Then came the phone call to the credit 
card company to get that all-important approval code.  

There was a rapid exchange in Italian, then a frown. Placing her hand on the mouthpiece, she then 
turned her head and called out, “Papa.”  

A portly gentleman with sparse white hair and a bulbous nose appeared from behind a ceiling-to-
floor curtain of handbags of various shapes, colours and sizes. He took the phone from the lady 
and there was another round of animated speech.  

“Si, Si,” he said and put the phone down. Giving me a toothless grin, he pointed to the handbag 
and nodded.  

No muslin covers. No tags from the ‘House of Something’. No fanfare. It was my bag.  

Dead handbag my foot! This bag was alive and well, thank you very much. I’d take my handbag to 
the nearest cobbler to repair the strap. I’d buy boot polish and work it into the leather. I’d look at 
my polished handbag and remember what it was like to live in close quarters with Catholic nuns in 

the heart of London; or painfully cold winters in the basement of a hostel; or my name embossed 
on a piece of plastic. Every strip of interwoven reddish-brown leather would be alive with a 
treasured memory.  

Once	upon	a	)me,	Aneeta	Sundararaj	created	a	website	and	called	it	‘How	to	Tell	a	Great	Story’.	She	has	contributed	
feature	ar)cles	to	a	na)onal	newspaper,	and	also	various	journals,	magazines	and	ezines.	Aneeta’s	bestselling	novel,	
The	Age	of	Smiling	Secrets	was	 shortlisted	 for	 the	Book	Award	2020	organised	by	 the	Na)onal	 Library	of	Malaysia.	
Throughout,	Aneeta	con)nued	to	pursue	her	academic	interests,	and	in	2021,	successfully	completed	a	doctoral	thesis	
en)tled	‘Management	of	Prosperity	Among	Ar)stes	in	Malaysia’.		
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MY	CAREER	TRANSITION:	THE	PASSION	THAT	DROVE	ME	TO	SUSTAINABILTY	

(By		Dr.	Priya	Rajan,	Medical	Doctor	&	Cer)fied	Mental	Health	Prac))oner) 

 

 

 
It was insane to have a career transition 
during the peak of the pandemic, or so I was 
told. I was ambitious and nothing was going 
to stop me - till Covid-19 hit. And it hit hard 
because it changed the way the dynamics of 
life played before me.  

It all started when I traded places from being 
a doctor to becoming an advocate for 
mental health and start ing my own 
psycho the rapy cen t re focus ing on 
rehabilitation and child and adolescent 
therapy. For over a decade, I was part of the 
healthcare workforce, and rewarding as it 
was, I always knew that my true calling lay 
elsewhere. My very first encounter with 
counselling and psychology stemmed out of 
sheer curiosity. There were bits and bobs of 
it that I could relate to especially if I wanted 
‘quick fixes’ or ‘advice’ on parenting skills, 
self-care, emotional regulation, managing 
stress induced situations and many more. 
Like many around me, especially other 
women, we would often consult various 
search engines like ‘Google’ or each other to 

talk about our issues or read up on blogs or 
articles that resonated with the shenanigans 
happening in our personal or professional 
lives. As time passed, my curiosity turned 
into a need - a certain yearning to enrich, 
empower and educate others to help 
themselves in times of mental and emotional 
turmoil. If someone could seek help and 
treatment from a medical doctor for medical 
issues, couldn’t the same reasoning be 
applied for a mental health condition? This 
was my induction into the world of 
counselling and psychology. 

Armed with a Masters in Counselling, a 
registration and license with the Board of 
Counsellors Malaysia (LKM), including a 
reasonable credit of professional experience 
in the mental health field as well as a broad 
v is ion of enr ich ing indiv iduals and 
communities, I set out to carve a name for 
myself in the counselling world. The 
happiness of starting your own practice and 
being able to extend your services to those 
in need is a feeling that I can’t quite 
describe. It’s a potpourri of emotions, one 
that starts off with overwhelming thoughts of 
fear, anxiety, and nervousness, and is 
replaced over time with contentment, 
delight, pride and a sense of achievement. 
Exactly a month later, came the news that 
shocked the world and its people - 
Coronavirus made its grand entrance that 
would change my life and that of many, 
forever. 

Things started going downhill from the 
m o m e n t t h e g r a n d l o c k d o w n w a s 
announced. Physical sessions with clients 
had to be temporarily suspended. Face-to-
face training and workshops were indefinitely 
canceled. Social interaction was a thing of 
the past. A good portion of the population 
was spending time at home trying to juggle 
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personal and professional workloads. My 
office space had to be provisionally closed, 
and I was clueless how to proceed further in 
my professional venture. Desperately trying 
to find a solution, I reached out to peers and 
spent hours online brainstorming ways in 
which I could improvise and stay afloat in my 
vocation. Finances were depleting and the 
fear of the unknown was slowly creeping in. 

The two months I spent at home planning 
and strategising methods to revive my 
practice were the hardest. Every role in life I 
had played until then, I had to magnify its 
performance ten-fold. From monitoring and 
guiding my children and their online classes 
to managing household chores including 
daily cooking and cleaning, to figuring out 
ways to entertain ourselves - the family unit, 
without being able to go outside and enjoy 
the sights and sounds of nature (which we 
had taken for granted so very often), to 
sitting up till the wee hours of the morning 
structuring work-related matters , it sucked 
me into exhaustion and awakened me to 
undergo things I had never experienced 
before. There were pockets of moments 
where I felt like I was heading towards a 
depressive episode, crying in uncertainty, 
leaving me feeling hopeless and often 
derailed. 

They say, a river cuts through rock, not 
because of its power, but because of its 
persistence to maneuver against all odds. 
Inspite of many things not working in my 
favour, there was always a little voice inside 
of me telling myself to face these odds, seek 
hope and recognition in getting my practice 
up and running, and to persevere on. I 
invested much time learning how to work 
remotely, transferring all physical counselling 
sessions to online ones, acquiring technical 
knowledge in areas of designing and 
presenting using virtual platforms, and 
polishing my skills to adapt to hybrid 
working. I celebrated the tiny wins, and 
embraced the failures positively. Giving 

myself the chance to acknowledge my own 
credibility and validate my actions were vital 
areas of focus on my personal growth and 
development at this point. In reflection, this 
is exactly what I used to preach extensively 
to my clients, but hardly to myself. I started 
seeing things through different perspectives, 
and in turn, changes were beginning to 
emerge for the better, though slowly, I was 
simply grateful to galvanize into action and 
be productive once again. 

It would be inconsiderate of me to attribute 
these challenges I had overcome just to 
myself alone. There was a battalion of a 
support system behind this, rooting for me 
every step of the way. From my best friend - 
my husband, to my mother, to my children 
and to my close friends, both on the 
personal and professional spectrum, I had 
them all telling me that giving up was not an 
option. My gratitude to these amazing bunch 
of people shall forever be etched in my heart 
and never forgotten. 

It was not a bed of roses and I fought hard to 
get things running as the economy was 
plummeting by the day. Today, as I look back 
and see how far I have come despite the 
setbacks, I owe it to one thing - the Passion 
that was and still is within me to keep going 
and pull through come what may. I am still a 
work in progress, and the learning and 
adapting process is ongoing, but within a 
framework that I am now able to confidently 
control and sustain. This transition was the 
best decision of my life.  

For those of you who are struggling in your 
life, be it at work or on the personal front - 
find that passion within you and let it ignite 
the pathway towards a better version of 
yourself. It certainly helped me work towards 
stability and reach out for the light at the end 
of the tunnel. 
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NOURISHMENT	FOR	THE	SOUL		

(by	Padmini,	District	Editor)	

Remember the good old days when we had the literature subject in our secondary school 
timetable? Remember how we would go to the library to read a novel during our free period?  
Reading used to be  so therapeutic for me. I used to read for many other reasons too. Reading 
was my holiday when I could not afford to take one, my calming moment before I fell asleep, my 
mood booster when I felt dejected. Reading was my escape to a different world, and  all the 
intriguing titles could kick-start my adrenalin. Reading was a constant source of both pleasure and 
provocation. My taste was eclectic, encompassing a wide genre, from crime, history, thriller to 
biography, and even dystopian. When geometry  and algebra overwhelmed me, my books used 
to take me to a  happy place – they used to be my *ikigai. Even the most difficult lessons which 
ensued after a good read seemed to make a whole lot of sense as my mood would be so upbeat 
and ready to learn more.  

 
During the literature lessons, I loved Shakespeare and even acted as the Merchant of Venice in 
one school play. I can still reminisce the dialogue when Shylock, who made an absurd demand, 
was told to take his pound of flesh without shedding a drop of blood. How brilliant! Macbeth and 
the three witches both captivated and frightened the living daylights out of me. Being the 
hopeless romantic that I was those days, I sobbed buckets after reading  Romeo and Juliet. Then, 
there was Wuthering Heights, Great Expectations, Jane Eyre and her brooding master, Mr. 
Rochester, Pride and Prejudice, Little Women, Heidi, Diary of a Young Girl, Anne of Green Gables 
- an endless list of books which I used to devour with unsatiated hunger.  Reading fuelled my 
body as much as it did my soul.  

 
In 1978, I started my career, and sadly, at some point in time, I stopped reading as voraciously as I 
used to. Was it due to the demands of my job? Was it due to the pressure and stress of deadlines 
and often times, an over-anxious boss? Was it motherhood as I juggled between my son and 
work? Was it due to all that travelling I had to do to attend meetings and conferences? I seemed 
to be pulled in every direction, invariably allowing myself to be stretched well beyond my limits, 
while being expected to keep my emotions, and for that matter, everyone else’s  under control. I 
also seemed to have forgotten how to disconnect from the busyness and stress to  invest  in me-
time, to handle all the craziness I was enveloped in. Had my work DNA consumed such a large 
part of me?  
A few working years down the road, I entered a whole new and fascinating realm of connectivity 
and access to knowledge.  I was literally mystified  with the things that one could do and access at 
the touch of a button. Who needed the encyclopaedia set that I had inherited from my father? 
Google could tell me everything.  My collection of much-loved  books continued to gather dust 
on my shelf as I sat for hours by my laptop, enjoying Facebook, Twitter as well as Instagram, and 
finding answers to everything I ever wanted to know.  Research which was part of my job was easy 
with the Internet and the library in the University where I worked ceased to see me manoeuvre  
my way between the myriad rows of bookshelves.  
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Then, a light bulb moment, a turning point, a serendipitous stroke if you will,  occurred. I decided 
to ask Aneeta Sundararaj, a friend and author to contribute an article or two to ATOP4. When I 
met up with her to discuss details, the effervescent Aneeta began to regale anecdotes of the bits 
and pieces in two of her books which I had read some time ago, the best-selling The Age of 
Smiling Secrets and Two Snakes Whistling At The Same Time. As Aneeta continued to recount 
her recollection of some of the best works, I drifted into a state of total pensiveness. It dawned on 
me that I no longer had my ikigai – something that had given me a sense of purpose, something 
that I had enjoyed so much in the past – reading – a hobby which had given me immense 
pleasure and nourished my soul; a hobby that fed me in a different way than food could ever do 
and kept me full in the most trying of times. Books were once my decadent dessert which I 
enjoyed as I sat curled up in my favourite bucket chair, often way past my bed time, a steaming 
cup of hot chocolate in hand. How did I even think of not reading anymore? 

 
It was truly an eye-opening memory jolt. I went home and made a beeline to my guest room 

where my collection of books sat neatly stacked but untouched for the longest time in my 
bookshelf. As I started to take books out at random, a flood of memories gushed through my 
mind; I recalled the times  and the joy that these books had given. Had it really been that long 
ago? Did I imagine the books calling out to me to lovingly turn the pages once again? Had they 
not enticed me enough with the stories – mystery, romance, adventure, science fiction, horror, 
fantasy, knowledge, etc., contained within? Had I not felt intrigued after finishing a novel? My 

books whispered to me, giving gentle nudges to invigorate  myself, subtly reminding me to let my 
imagination rise above the mundane and travel to a completely new world of wonders. 
Sometimes, we just need to let the dishes and laundry wait while we curl up with a good book, to 
enrich our mind, stimulate our passion and reawaken our soul. 

 

It was then that another thought occurred to me. So many of the books that I flipped through 
seemed to be about strong women – how each of them overcame their own copious doses of 
trials and tribulations. How apt I thought are the stories – some true, some fictional, to the themes 
of Inner Wheel - Putting Pink First, Strong Women Stronger World, Women Helping Women, 
Education, Health, Empowerment and Opportunity for Women.   

 
How could I then not share some of the books here? I have selected five books which epitomise 
STRONG WOMEN STRONGER WORLD. I have taken the easy way out and must pay credit to 
various Internet sources, specifically Wikipedia, as I have used the book covers and the overview 
of the books I have selected. The first book, The Age of Smiling Secrets is the one that has put 
me in a reset mode into the world of reading. Another riveting novel is No Dram of Mercy by 
Sybil Karthigasu. I chose Becoming as well as it has a link to Aneeta’s article on A Legacy of 
Service, while The Weight of Our Sky by Hanna Alkaf won the US-based Freeman Book Awards 
for her debut novel. My final book is I am Malala, a book which every parent and child should 
read.  
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I remember a phrase in Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night – If music be the food of love, play on – 
likewise, if reading be the food for the famished soul, read on. Reading certainly nourishes the 
soul; taking a break from the bleak pandemic news and escaping into a book’s fantastical chapters 
can be that much needed antidote! I am determined to put aside Mr. Google and spend many 

years ahead enjoying and even re-reading some of the best novels I can lay my hands on, starting 
with Eat Pray Love – a movie I watched but never got down to reading. I need to trigger my feel-
good hormones again. It’s about time I got back my ikigai. 

(Ikigai ( , 'a reason for being') is a Japanese concept referring to something that gives a person a sense of purpose, a reason 
for living).  
 

 

 
The	 Age	 of	 Smiling	 Secrets  by Aneeta 

Sundararaj	 examines the implica6ons of the dual-
track legal system in Malaysia where both Civil and 
Shariah laws are prac6ced. The overlapping 
jurisdic6ons complicate maBers related to divorce 
and the custody of children when one spouse 
converts to Islam. This scenario plays out in this 
thought-provoking saga of a family affected by a 
man’s selfish ac6ons and the child caught in a legal 
tug-of-war. This novel was shortlisted for the Book 
Award 2020 organised by the Na6onal Library of 

Malaysia. (The	 author	 is	 offering	 this	 book	 to	
members	 of	 Inner	 Wheel	 Clubs	 at	 a	 heavily	
discounted	price	of	RM25.00	per	copy	 (excluding	
postage	and	packaging).	Aneeta	can	be	contacted	
directly	at	editor@howtotellagreatstory.com 

 
 

	

No Dram of Mercy is the story of a woman’s 
courage, told simply and unassumingly in the 
author, Sybil Karthigasu’s own words. Along with 
her fellow Malayans, Sybil and her husband 
became caught up in the horrors of the 
Japanese occupation of Malaya during the 
Second World War. Her selfless concern for the 
sick and wounded who came to her house 
secretly for treatment ended inevitably in her 
betrayal, and subsequently, her arrest and 
imprisonment by the Japanese. The tale of 
fortitude and endurance under duress and 
torture which follows is testimony not so much 
to the ruthlessness of a conqueror as to the 
indomitability of the human spirit informed by 
faith in God.  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Michelle Obama’s Becoming, is a work of 
deep reflection in which she invites readers 
into her world, chronicling the experiences 
that have shaped her—from her childhood on 
the South Side of Chicago to balancing the 
demands of motherhood and work, to her 
time spent at the White House. She describes 
her triumphs and her disappointments, both 
public and private, in her own words and on 
her own terms. Warm, wise and revelatory, 
Becoming is the deeply personal reckoning of 
a woman of soul and substance. 	

 
 
 
 
The Weight of Our Sky is about a typical 
music-loving teen who does everything she 
can to find her way back to her mother during 
the historic race riots in Kuala Lumpur in 
Hanna Alkaf’s heart-pounding literary debut. 
Melati believed that she harbours a djinn 
inside her, one who threatens her with horrific 
images of her mother’s death unless she 
adheres to an elaborate ritual of counting and 
tapping to keep him satisfied. On the evening 
of 13 May 1969, racial tensions in Kuala 
Lumpur boil over. The Chinese and Malays are 
at war, and Mel and her mother are separated 
by a city in flames. With a 24-hour curfew in 
place and all lines of communication down, it 
takes the help of Vincent, a Chinese boy, and 
all of Mel’s arsenal to overcome the violence 
on the streets, her own prejudices, and her 
djinn’s surging power to make it back to the 
one person she cannot risk losing. 
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I	 am	 Malala, is the story of Malala Yousafzai, a 
Pakistani girl who spoke out against the Taliban’s 
oppressive rule and their ban on the educa6on of 
girls. She was subsequently shot by the Taliban, but 
she survived and went on to become an 
interna6onally acclaimed human rights and 
educa6on ac6vist. Malala describes the life of the 
people in Pakistan who are guided by their 
Pashtunwali code that stresses hospitality and 
honour. Malala introduces her educated, forward-
thinking father Ziauddin, her beau6ful and pious 
mother, Toor Pekai, and her younger brothers, 
Khushal and Atal. Malala is named aSer a 
courageous folklore heroine.	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	

 
- END - 
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